


UNDERSTANDING THE 
SEASONS 

DECADE BY DECADE

ECCLESIASTES 3: 1-11



A Time for Everything  (Ecclesiastes 3:1-11 NASB)

3 There is an appointed time for everything. And there is a time for 

every matter under heaven—

2 A time to give birth and a time to die;

A time to plant and a time to uproot what is planted.

3 A time to kill and a time to heal;

A time to tear down and a time to build up.

4 A time to weep and a time to laugh;

A time to mourn and a time to dance.



5 A time to throw stones and a time to gather stones;

A time to embrace and a time to shun embracing.

6 A time to search and a time to give up as lost;

A time to keep and a time to throw away.

7 A time to tear apart and a time to sew together;

A time to be silent and a time to speak.

8 A time to love and a time to hate;

A time for war and a time for peace.



9 What benefit is there for the worker from that in which he labors? 10 I 

have seen the task which God has given the sons of mankind with which 

to [a]occupy themselves.

God Set Eternity in the Heart of Mankind

11 He has made everything appropriate in its time. He has also set 

eternity in their heart, without the possibility that mankind will find out 

the work which God has done from the beginning even to the end.

The God-Given Task

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ecclesiastes%203&version=NASB#fen-NASB-17370a


Understanding Each Decade of Life

▪Understanding the emotional focus of “each phase of 
life”. 

▪Understanding why these concepts actually help in 
relaxing.

▪Relaxing yourself, then helping others relax.



Single Word Focus on Each Decade

Fifties- STRIDE

Sixties- STRATEGIC

Seventies- SUCCESSION

Eighties- SLIPPERY

Nineties- SLEEP

Children Under 10- SECURITY

Teens- SELF

Twenties- SURVIVAL

Thirties- SUCCESS

Forties- SIGNIFICANCE/ 

STRUGGLE



CHILDREN UNDER 10 -Security: Am I Loved/ Safe?

▪ Loving children unconditionally helps build “Life 
Confidence”.

▪Children experience love emotionally at levels 
they cannot put into words. Here’s what they 
experience at each level:

❑Truly loved- They know they’re loved without conditions.

❑Inconsistently loved- They’re sometimes loved; feel they’re not worthy of 

being loved.

❑Conditionally loved- I’m not really loved at all

❑Unloved



TEENS- Self: What Does Any Of It Mean To ME?

▪Typically, in a “Phase of Life” where everything has 
to do with “ME”.

▪Extremely and nervously self conscious.

▪ “Years of the mask”.  Under the mask is raving 
insecurity.

▪One “mission trip”, seeing others with less, can 
change the entire context teens use to give things 
meaning.  



TWENTIES- Survival: Can I Survive In The Adult 
World?

▪Unconsciously feels “EVERYONE IN THE 

WORLD IS WATCHING ME”.

▪Feels a tremendous amount of pressure to 

decide what to do with the rest of their life.

▪ It’s ok NOT to know what to do with your life

in your twenties.

▪SAVE a percentage of income.

▪Decide if you are a “goal setter” problem solver” 

or Opportunity Seizer”.



THIRTIES- Success: How Successful Can I 
Become?

▪Success focused.

▪Thinks unconsciously of success as a 
destination.

▪Finds the right mentor(s) and then becomes 
one.

▪Balances priorities for home and 
business/work by planning a year in advance.



FORTIES- Significance: I’m Successful, But Is Any 
Of My Work/ Life Significant

▪Define significance and your lifework

▪ Identify your “single greatest strength”.

▪ Identify your Dream/Passion

▪Abandon what you don’t want to do anymore.

▪ Struggling is only a “phase of life”.



FIFTIES- Stride: Am I Over The Hill, and Where Do 
I Go From Here?

▪ This is the decade you hit your stride. 

Every time you make a move, something 

happens.

▪ Prepare and finish the platform you will 

stand on in your sixties.

▪ Usually, a pleasurable time as you 

become an “empty nester”. 

▪ More time for your own interest, budget 

freedom, travel freedom, and freedom in 

general.



▪Building your platform is the credible platform 

you’ll use to stand and speak your message to the 

world.

▪This is a great “Phase in Life” to become a mentor. 

You can share your life and wisdom/ experience you 

have gained. 

Documenting Your Life Mission and Milestones



SIXTIES- Strategic: How Can I Maximize My 
Income and Influence?

▪Decrease natural energy.

▪Increase strategic action.

▪Maximize your income and influence.

▪Retiring is a concept, not a command.



SEVENTIES- Succession: Who Will Be My Succession?

▪ Keep your 
succession/estate plan 
and will updated.

▪ Mentoring is 
significant.

▪ Document memories 
for future generations



EIGHTIES- Slippery: How Much Can I Count On 
My Health?

▪Attends “young friends” funerals

▪Sees doctors regularly

▪Juggles finances



NINETIES - Sleep: How Long Before I Get To Sleep?

▪ Being seen as a 
person

▪ Needs an 
advocate

▪ Going to “sleep”


